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Abstract. In this game, agents will face-off against each other in the
ultra-competitive real estate market. Each competitor will act as a real
estate agent, working on behalf of clients who need to move into new
homes. These clients need to buy a new home as well as sell their current
home. The game will test competitors’ technology in two main research
areas: preference elicitation and multi-issue negotiation. Each time an
agent acquires a new client, it must query the client about its various
preferences (e.g. price range, number of bedrooms, etc.) for their new
home. Agents then search the listings of the other agents, seeking a
possible match. Once found, the agent then engages in negotiations with
the selling agent, haggling over various aspects of the deal. Once a house
has been purchased, the client’s old house needs to be sold. The objective
of the game is to earn the most money. Selling agents earn commissions
from sales. Buying agents do not earn commissions, but instead need to
maximize the utility of their clients by obtaining a good deal. Satisfied
clients are more likely to keep their agent to sell their old house.

1

Introduction

Research in automated negotiation and preference elicitation has been gaining
momentum in recent years. While the traditional storefront e-commerce model
with take-it-or-leave-it pricing has been the norm because of its relative ease,
in purchase scenarios where several attributes related to the transaction (other
than just price) need to be decided upon, a one-size-fits-all method of determining such values becomes too restrictive. Attributes must instead be tailored to
the needs of the customer as well as to the availability of the seller. In such situations, negotiation becomes a valuable tool for searching the space of possible
agreements for a mutually acceptable transaction. Given the speed with which
transactions can be negotiated and executed through various electronic services
today, research in intelligent agent technology has been focusing increasingly on
automated negotiation [3, 5, 6]. Two of the main focuses of research in automated
negotiation include the specification of protocols (i.e. the set of rules that the
agents must follow during negotiation), and the construction of effective strategies (i.e. the rules agents use to determine how to operate within the protocols
to achieve a successful or satisfactory outcome).

In order to construct an effective strategy, an agent must have a utility model
over the set of possible outcomes of the negotiation. That is, the agent must have
an idea as to the degree of preference over outcomes, so that it can work toward
achieving an outcome that is highly preferred. If an agent is working on behalf of
a human user (which is most often the case in electronic commerce), then it must
have some idea of the user’s preferences. Preference elicitation (also referred to
as utility elicitation here) [2] is the field of research dedicated to studying the
problem of effectively extracting these preferences or utilities from the user.
The main issues here involve determining how to query the user, how to infer
information from responses to queries, and how to determine when sufficient
information has been elicited.
The Trading Agent Competition (TAC) [9] is an international competition
where players submit autonomous trading agents that participate in a simulated
market. In the original version of the game, referred to as “TAC Classic”, agents
participate in auctions to purchase components of potential vacation packages.
Each agent works on behalf of several clients who have utilities for various travel
packages. Agents attempt to satisfy their clients as much as possible while minimizing costs.
In 2003 the Supply Chain Management game (TAC-SCM) [1] was developed
and added to the TAC event. In this game, agents procure computer components
from suppliers, assemble the computers and sell them to customers. Supplier
prices are set according to supply and demand, and computers are sold via
auctions. The object of this game is to make the most money.
In this paper, we propose a new game to the series referred to as the Real
Estate Market game (TAC-REM). In this game, agents work on behalf of clients
to buy and sell houses. To determine which houses may be potential matches
for their clients, or what transaction conditions may or may not be acceptable,
agents must elicit their clients’ preferences. Once a potential match is found,
agents representing the potential buyer and seller enter into negotiations in order
to find a mutually acceptable agreement. Commissions are earned on houses sold.
The winner at the end of a game is the agent with the most money. While the
first two TAC installments focused on auction and supply-chain technology, this
new game will capitalize on agents’ capabilities in preference elicitation and
automated negotiation.
In addition to a new TAC game, the ideas given here have the potential to
break new ground in the real estate business. Such technology can help pave the
way for real estate companies and agents to explore the use of information technology and electronic commerce. Gibler and Nelson’s [4] demonstration of the
descriptive theories of how home buyers make choices shows that there is a gap
between decision making in practice, and the more normative theory of choice
as dictated by the axioms of utility theory [7]. This is largely because of the high
complexity of quantifying a buyer’s preference over the large number of attribute
values that need to be considered when comparing houses. Instead, buyers often take an “elimination by aspects” approach [8]. Here, the most important
attribute is chosen (in this case usually price), and an acceptable range of values

is chosen. All alternatives falling outside of this range are then eliminated. Next
the second-most important attribute is chosen, and so on. The decision-maker
may iterate through this process several times, adjusting these ranges each time
until a suitably-sized set of alternatives is found. Naturally, this decision-making
strategy can provide sub-optimal results. By using our proposed system as simulation software, a real-estate agent can devise and test new intelligent methods
for eliciting preference information from a client, and for using that information
to make better decisions on which homes will make better matches.
In this preliminary paper, we present a general description of the game in section 2, followed by the game specification in section 3. This section gives details
on such matters as daily activities, preference elicitation rules and procedures,
utility functions and negotiation protocols, among others. Section 4 discusses a
few issues that need to be resolved during the implementation and testing phases
of the game production. In section 5 we close the paper with some final remarks.

2

Game Overview

The environment in which the agents compete is a typical real estate market.
Each agent represents several clients, some of which are buyers and some of which
are sellers. Buyers have preferences over the various attributes associated with
potential houses. Such attributes include the number of bedrooms, number of
bathrooms, square footage, type of neighbourhood, and whether or not it has a
garage. Preferences for the combinations of various attribute values are modeled
by a multi-attribute utility function. The agent representing the buyer must
attempt to determine this utility function as accurately as possible by asking
elicitation queries. There is little time to spend with clients, and each agent will
likely have multiple clients, so the number of queries that can be made is limited.
The agent must then find houses for sale that best meet the client’s preferences.
Each selling client has a house for sale which is described using the values of
the house attributes given above, with the addition that a price range is given as
well. Each day, agents publish a listing of all of their clients’ houses, accessible
to all other agents.
A transaction is also made up of several attributes, including price, closing
date, whether or not landscaping work will be done, whether or not maintenance
will be performed on the heating/cooling system, and whether or not plumbing
work will be done.
When an agent finds a house for sale that it believes will satisfy one of its
buyers, it sets up a “showing”. At this point, the client observes the attributes
of the house and, based on its satisfaction with the house, computes and reveals
its multi-attribute utility for the house, and indicates how likely it is that a
potential transaction will meet or exceed its utility acceptability threshold. The
seller of the house also has such a utility function and utility threshold for
the various potential agreements. The two agents then enter into negotiations.
Negotiations are bilateral where participants take turns exchanging one offer at
a time, starting with the buyer. Each time an offer is received, the receiving

agent can choose to either accept the offer, reject and counteroffer, or reject and
quit.
If the agents are successful in achieving a deal, the transaction is made with
the selling agent receiving a commission on the purchase price. The selling client
then happily disappears from the market, and the agent representing the seller
takes on a new buyer client. The client that bought the house now needs to
sells its current home, and thus becomes a seller. It may or may not, however,
retain the services of its current real estate agent. The client will choose to
leave the agent with some probability depending on its utility of the negotiated
transaction. The higher the utility, the higher the probability that it will stay
with the current agent. If it chooses to leave the agent, it will choose another
agent in the game randomly with uniform probability.
The objective of the game is to earn the most money. Money can only be
earned through commission on selling houses. The exact percentage of the commission is computed based on how well the various aspects of the eventual deal
satisfy the client. Thus the selling agents have an incentive to find acceptable
deals not only with high prices, but also with other attribute values that will satisfy its client. Buyer agents receive no commission from transactions, but rather
retain the buyer as a client based on the client’s satisfaction. If the buyer is
retained then it becomes a seller, making it a potential money-maker. So there
is an incentive for buyer agents to find deals that satisfy their clients as well.

3
3.1

Game Specifications
Initial Setup

Six agents compete in a game. Initially each agent has 20 clients: 10 buyers and
10 sellers. Each buyer owns a home and wants to purchase a new one. Each seller
simply has a home for sale (and presumably another one that they live in, but
not for sale).
3.2

Summary of Daily Activities

1. Obtaining new clients. Each day begins with the registration of new clients.
An agent receives new buyer clients in one of two ways: 1) by selling houses:
each agent obtains a number of new buyer clients equal to the number of
houses sold the previous day (i.e. each satisfied seller is replaced with a new
buyer the next day), and 2) by obtaining other agents’ unsatisfied buyer
clients who were unable to buy a home after 14 days. An agent obtains new
seller clients in one of three ways: 1) by purchasing a house for a buyer the
previous day and convincing it to stay on as a seller client, 2) by obtaining
other agents’ buyer clients who left them after buying a home the previous
day, and 3) by obtaining other agents’ unsatisfied seller clients who were
unable to sell their home after 14 days. See section 3.9 for more specific
details.

2. Update Listings. Agents send the specifications of the houses that their clients
have for sale to the central Multiple Listing Service. The central listing is
updated once daily, early in the day. Entries can be submitted at any time,
but those not submitted in time for the update will not appear until the
next day. See section 3.3 for more specific details.
3. Utility Elicitation. Throughout the remainder of the day, agents can elicit
utility information from their buyer clients to determine their preferences
for different types of houses. Queries can ask about house and transaction
preferences, and can offer two possible responses (e.g. “Would you prefer A
or B’ ?”). To further ascertain utility, standard gambles may be included in
the queries (e.g. “Would you prefer house type A or a gamble where you
would receive house type B with 0.6 likelihood or house type C with 0.4
likelihood?”). See section 3.6 for more specific details.
4. Showings. A “showing” takes place when an agent allows a buyer client
to assess its utility for a house that is for sale. At this point the client
reveals its utility for the house (with average utilities used for the transaction
attributes), and indicates the likelihood of being interested in buying the
house, given its preferences for the likely transaction outcomes. An agent
may choose to show its client a house belonging to one of its own selling
clients, however the agent will incur penalties if it ultimately represents both
clients in a transaction. See section 3.7 for more specific details.
5. Negotiation. If, after a showing, it is determined that there is an acceptable
likelihood that an agreement on a transaction can be reached, then the agent
may choose to enter in negotiations with the selling agent. Negotiations are
bilateral, with the agent representing the buyer making the first offer. Each
offer consists of a value for each transaction attribute. Negotiation continues
until an agreement is reached or one of the agents quits. See section 3.8 for
more specific details.
6. Client Shuffle. A client will find a new agent to work with if they are unsatisfied with their current one. Buyers and seller clients will stay with an
agent for a maximum of two weeks (14 days). If the current agent has been
unsuccessful in selling their current home or buying them a new one, they
will leave the agent and enlist with a new one (randomly chosen uniformly).
Also, a buyer client may leave its agent immediately after buying a new
home, if it is somewhat unsatisfied with the purchase. The higher the utility
of the purchase, the higher the probability that it will stay with its current
agent. If it leaves, it will randomly choose a new agent. This shuffle phase
takes place at the end of each day. No more of the above activities will take
place once this phase begins. See section 3.9 for more specific details.
3.3

House Attributes, Listings

The house attributes are the attributes of a house that are non-negotiable, such
as the size or the number of bedrooms. The house attributes and their domains
are given in Table 1.

Attribute
Domain
House type
1-story, 2-story, split-level
Number of bedrooms integer 1-5
Number of bathrooms integer 1-4
Size
1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000 sq ft
Neighbourhood type urban, suburban, rural
Garage?
yes, no
Table 1. Attributes and domains for houses

The Multiple Listing Service (MLS) provides a public directory of all houses
up for sale. In addition to the attribute values of each house, the listing provides
information on the selling agent, the number of days on the market, and the
price range. Example entries in the listing are given in Table 2.
Listing Agent Attributes Price Range
Days on Market
0881 1
232421
[225000, 250000] 4
1021 6
343511
[250000, 275000] 2
1088 5
122230
[150000, 175000] 1
Table 2. Example listing of available houses

For example, the first entry indicates there is a house for sale with reference number 0881, agent number 1 is the selling agent, and the values for the
attributes are as follows: the first attribute (type) has value 2 (2-story), the second attribute (# of bedrooms) has value 3 (3 bedrooms), the third attribute (#
of bathrooms) has value 2 (2 bathrooms), the fourth attribute (size) has value
4 (2500 square feet), the fifth attribute (neighbourhood type) has value 2 (suburban) and the sixth attribute (garage?) has value 1 (yes). The price range is
225,000 - 250,000, and it has been on the market for 4 days. Note that all price
ranges have size 25,000 with upper- and lower-limits being multiples of 25,000.
3.4

Transaction Attributes

The transaction attributes are those negotiable issues and conditions pertaining
to the agreement of a sale, such as the price or whether landscaping work will
be done by the current owners as a condition of sale. The transaction attributes
and their domains are given in Table 3.
3.5

Utility Functions

Each buyer client b has a utility function ub for each house and transaction
attribute. These utility functions are additively used to make up a buyer’s mul-

Attribute
Domain
Price
integer 100000-500000
Preferred closing date
buyer’s, seller’s
Landscaping?
yes, no
Heating system maintenance? yes, no
Plumbing maintenance?
yes, no
Table 3. Attributes and domains for transactions

tiattribute utility function that assigns a utility to each potential combination
of house and transaction attribute values:
X

ub (house, transaction) =

wab uba (xa )

(1)

a∈H∪T

where H ∪ T holds the house and transaction attributes, wab is the weight of
attribute a, uba is the utility function for a, and xa is the value for a given the
house and transaction.
During the house-hunting process, a buyer’s utility for a house is computed
using the average utility for each transaction attribute, since the transaction attribute values are unknown and do not yet come into play. The particular values
for these attributes are then used during the negotiation phase to determine the
buyer’s overall utility of a deal.
Each seller client s has a utility function us for each transaction attribute.
These utility functions are additively used to make up a seller’s multiattribute
utility function that assigns a utility to each potential combination of transaction
attribute values:
us (transaction) =

X

was usa (xa )

(2)

a∈T

where T holds the transaction attributes, was is the weight of attribute a, usa is
the utility function for a, and xa is the value for a given the transaction.
For each type of client, the range of utilities for each attribute is [0,1], with
the most favourable value yielding a utility of 1 and the least favourable yielding
a utility of 0. All weights sum to 1, and thus the multiattribute utilities lie in the
[0,1] range. When a represents price, ua is not necessarily linear, but can rather
be shaped to model the client’s marginally decreasing (or increasing) utility.
Many attributes have a natural ordering in the preference of their values. For
example, buyers always prefer smaller values for price while sellers always prefer
larger values. As another example, buyers always prefer larger values for size than
smaller values. It may be the case that buyers with limited funds prefer houses
of smaller size, but this is likely because smaller houses are usually cheaper. All
things being equal, a buyer will prefer a larger house to a smaller one. Values for
other attributes such as neighborhood type do not have such a natural ordering.

Some buyers may prefer urban living, while others prefer rural. Table 4 gives a
summary of the orientation of each attribute.
Attribute
Orientation
House type
none
Number of bedrooms
buyer prefers more
Number of bathrooms
buyer prefers more
Size
buyer prefers more
Neighbourhood type
none
Garage?
buyer prefers yes
Price
buyer prefers less, seller prefers more
Preferred closing date
each prefer their own
Landscaping?
buyer prefers yes, seller prefers no
Heating system maintenance? buyer prefers yes, seller prefers no
Plumbing maintenance?
buyer prefers yes, seller prefers no
Table 4. Orientation of attribute values

3.6

Preference Elicitation

In each elicitation query, the agent asks for the client’s preference over two
standard gambles g1 and g2 . Each gamble gi involves two potential deals di
and d′i , each made up of values for the house and transaction attributes, and
a probability pi . The uncertain outcome of gi is di with probability pi or d′i
with probability 1 − pi . So the query asks the following: “Would you prefer
to take gamble g1 where you would receive deal d1 with probability p1 or d′i
with probability 1 − pi , or would you prefer to take gamble g2 where you would
receive deal d2 with probability p2 or d′2 with probability 1 − p2 ?” Values for
all attributes are not required in the descriptions of d1 and d2 ; attributes with
missing values will be ignored by the client. Agents can query about preferences
over deals rather than gambles simply by making p = 1 and leaving d′ blank.
Another type of query is an acceptability query. This is used when an agent
wants to know whether a proposed agreement meets or exceeds the client’s acceptability threshold. Such queries will typically be made during a negotiation.
Here, the agent simply leaves g2 blank. If the client indicates that the offer (or
gamble) given in g1 is preferred, then this means that g1 is deemed acceptable
to the client.
Table 5 shows how to formulate queries to elicit particular types of information, other than the general query for the client’s preference over two standard
gambles.
To determine a response to the query, the client uses its own secret utility
function (described above) to compute the utility of each gamble:
u(gi ) = u(di )pi + u(d′i )(1 − pi )

(3)

Query Type

g1
g2
d1 d′1 p1 d2 d′2 p2
Determine whether utility of deal d is > or < u d+ d− u d - Determine which of deals dA and dB is preferred dA - 1 dB - 1
Determine whether deal d is acceptable
d - - - - Table 5. Formulation of query types (where d+ and d− are known to be the most and
least preferred deals, respectively).

where u(di ) is computed using equation 1 for buyers and equation 2 for sellers.
The client then indicates which of the two gambles has higher utility. In the case
of a tie, g1 is selected.
When an attribute value is missing, the client computes the overall utility of
a deal using the average utility over all possible values for this attribute. When
querying about specific houses, the agent can enter the house reference number
instead of entering all of the attribute values into the query.
3.7

Showings

When an agent believes that a house is a potential match for a buyer client, it
may choose to “show” the house to the client. At this point, the client reveals its
utility for the house (with average utilities used for the transaction attributes),
and indicates the likelihood of being interested in buying the house. This likelihood is computed as the number of joint outcomes for transaction attribute
values that meet its acceptability threshold (given the utilities of the house attribute values), divided by the total number of joint outcomes for transaction
attribute values. Given this likelihood, the agent can decide whether to put in
an offer (i.e. enter into negotiations with the seller agent), or to keep looking.
It may be the case from time to time that the best match for a buyer is a
house that is being sold by a client represented by the same agent. An agent
may represent both the buyer and the seller in a transaction, but will incur the
following penalties:
1. 50% the commission earned from the sale
2. The buyer will leave the agent and choose to sell with another agent with
100% certainty
Thus such transactions are permissible but discouraged, and are likely only
favourable as a last resort.
As showings take valuable time, each agent may show no more than 5 houses
in a day, regardless of the number of clients it has.
3.8

Negotiating

A negotiation session begins with an agent representing a buyer sending an offer
on a house to an agent representing the seller of that house. Each message in the

negotiation consists of a house (given by the reference number), the intended
buyer (given by the buyer number), and values for all transaction attributes.
Each time an offer is received, the receiving agent may 1) accept, 2) reject and
send a counteroffer or 3) reject and quit. An offer is valid for a fixed length of
time.
Each time an offer is sent, the agent must first ensure that the client’s utility
for the offer meets or exceeds its acceptability threshold. This can be done using
an acceptability query, or else can be concluded using past information, since a
client’s preferences do not change over time. If an agent ever accepts an offer
that does not meet its client’s acceptability threshold, or submits such an offer
which is subsequently accepted, this agreement is still binding. The offending
agent(s) in such a situation is (are) penalized an amount equal to the amount
of money that could be offered to the client to make the deal acceptable. For
example, consider an agent who agrees on a purchase of a house with price
200,000 on behalf of a buyer client with acceptability threshold u′ . If the deal
has utility for the buyer less than u′ , but a price of 190,000 (all else equal)
would raise the utility of the purchase to u′ , then the buyer would be penalized
200, 000 − 190, 000 = 10, 000. The same holds true for sellers. In this case, sellers
could effectively forgo some of their commission in order to help a client sell
their house. Agents may have negative balances.
Since accepted offers are considered binding agreements, an agent may make
only one offer at a time for any given client. That is, a seller agent may make
an offer to only one potential buyer for a house that it is selling. No other offers may be made for that house until 1) the first offer expires, or 2) the agent
that received the first offer rejects it or submits a counteroffer. The agent may
entertain several offers from buyers for a house, thus effectively participating
in several simultaneous negotiations for the house, but may only have one outstanding offer from itself at any given time. The same goes for buyer agents who
represent a client that is interested in more than one house. At any time, the
agent may submit at most one offer on behalf of the buyer. Naturally, an agent
can represent several buyers that are interested in the same house.
3.9

Obtaining/Losing Clients

Each time an agent successfully sells a house for a selling client, that client
disappears from the game, and the agent receives a newly-produced buyer client
the next day. When an agent successfully purchases a house for a buyer client,
that client turns into a seller client the next day. However, if the client was not
particularly satisfied, it may choose to leave the agent and find a new one. Let u′
be the minimum utility deemed acceptable by the client and u(d) be the utility
achieved by the sale given by d. If u(d) = u′ (the worst case), the agent has a
50% chance of losing the client. If u(d) = 1 (the best case), the agent has a 0%
chance of losing the client. The probability for all other u(d) is computed by
equation 4. The function from equation 4 is depicted in Figure 1. Note that u(d)
will never really be less than u′ . Whenever an agent makes a deal where this is
the case, the agent is penalized the amount that effectively brings u(d) up to u′ .

′

p(lose) =

2
( u(d)−u
1−u′ − 1)

2

(4)

.5

p

u'

1
u(d)

Fig. 1. Probability of a buyer client leaving its agent

Using this type of function (as opposed to a more linear function) ensures that
the probability of losing a client is relatively low in most cases, but increases
sharply if the agent exerts minimal effort and barely satisfies the client. This
discourages the agent to simply agree to the first acceptable offer so it will have
time to move on to other tasks.
Both buyer and seller clients will stay with the same agent for a maximum
of 14 days. At the end of the 14th day, if the agent has not either purchased (in
the case of the buyer) or sold (in the case of the seller) a house for the client,
the client will leave the agent. A client that leaves an agent will enlist with a
randomly chosen agent at the beginning of the next day. This client retains its
original preferences, and thus the client’s former agent may retain information
learned about these preferences for possible later use. After an additional 14
days, if the client has still not completed a transaction, it is deemed to be not
satisfiable and is removed from the system. It is then replaced with a new client
of the same type and is assigned to an agent (possibly the current one) randomly.
When a buyer converts to a seller and stays with the same agent, this day
counter is reset, with the next day (the first day that the agent can sell for them)
being day 1.
3.10

Commission

The selling agent receives a commission from each sale. This is the only way to
earn money in the game. The seller earns a base commission of 5% of the sale
price for making the sale, plus a bonus of up to 5% more based on client satisfaction. The total commission c earned for deal d with sale price s is computed
by
c = (0.05 + 0.05(

u(d) − u′
))s
1 − u′

(5)

where u′ is the minimum utility deemed acceptable by the client and u(d) is the
client’s utility for d.
3.11

Duration

The game lasts 365 days. At the end the winner is chosen to be the agent that
made the most money.

4

Future Work

At this point in the game development, there are several issues that remain
unresolved. For the most part, such resolutions can reasonably be made only
after implementation and experimentation. We mention some of these issues
here.
– Creating clients. New clients are created randomly, but must be done so as
to ensure fairness among the competitors. Clearly certain agents will have
an advantage if they always receiver buyer clients that are easy to please
and seller clients with premium houses.
– Reputation. Under the current game specification, when a client leaves an
agent it selects a new agent randomly with uniform probability. To make the
game more realistic, we hope to introduce the concept of reputation. Agents’
reputations will be based on how well they are able to satisfy their clients.
Those agents with high reputation would then be more likely to land new
clients.
– Running time. The game should not run longer than 60 to 70 minutes, which
is comparable to the TAC Classic and TAC-SCM games. Otherwise it will
be impractical to run in a competition setting. The length of a day would
then be 1/365 of the game time.
– Number of queries per day. In order to be more realistic, and encourage
the use of intelligent methods for determining optimal queries and inferring
information from query responses, the number of times an agent is allowed to
query a client should be limited. It may be the case that number of possible
queries is limited by the short time that is available for doing so each day.
Otherwise a hard cap of, say two queries per day per client, may have to be
imposed.
– Stages for each activity. It may be best that each of the major activities
that take place during the course of a day are divided into stages. For example, the day could begin with the listing stage, followed by the elicitation
stage, followed by the showing stage, followed by the negotiation stage. Only
the specified activity can be done during each stage. This will likely make
things easier from an implementation perspective, while imposing a reasonable workflow on the agents’ daily activities.
– Offer expiry. Offers cannot be valid indefinitely. An agent might not get an
immediate response from the receiver of the offer, and cannot be expected
to wait very long before looking elsewhere. This issue will be best resolved
during the testing phase of the project.

5

Final Remarks

This paper gives a proposal for a third edition to the TAC series, called the
Real Estate Market game (TAC-REM). Agents work on behalf of clients to
buy and sell houses. To determine which houses may be potential matches for
their clients, or what transaction conditions may or not be acceptable, agents
must elicit their clients’ preferences. Once a potential match is found, agents
representing the potential buyer and seller enter into negotiations in order to
find a mutually acceptable agreement. Commissions are earned on houses sold.
The objective of the game is to make the most money over a 365-day period.
This paper serves as an invitation to the TAC community to consider the
game presented in this paper, and provide us with feedback and suggestions on
how to improve it. The game should provide an excellent forum for researchers
in the areas of automated negotiation and preference elicitation to test their
techniques and solutions. It may also pave the way for real-world real estate
companies to explore the use of information technology and electronic commerce
to conduct business. Above all, the game promises to be interesting and engaging,
and thus has high potential to promote research in these areas by attracting and
encouraging new researchers and students to participate.
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